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Abstract. The structure and basic functions of VMD-Petro, visualization and 
data mining tool for petroleum oilfields data is discussed. The system contains 
the following modules: database and administrator of DB, 3D visualization, dy-
namic maps, visual time series processor, production time series data mining.  
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1 Introduction 

The problem of oil recovery is usually requires an integrated spatial-temporal anal-
ysis of oilfield data such as history of oil production, treatments, pressure etc. Differ-
ent advanced commercial software created for such analysis can be found on market 
but the use of such software meet some difficulties such as cost, requirements on 
computer resources, necessity to use several tools, limits on possible functions im-
plemented in tools, difficulties in aggregating new  functions to existing tool etc. For 
these reasons in Mexican Petroleum Institute (IMP) it was developed a visualization 
and data mining tool VMD-Petro® that has various visualization and data mining 
modules jointed together in one tool. These modules include database and administra-
tor of DB, 3D visualization of oilfields, 2D visualization of oilfield dynamics, time 
series processor and time series data miner.  

The goal of creation of VMD-Petro® was to develop a software tool with user 
friendly interface that could be used by petroleum engineers and researchers in analy-
sis of oilfield dynamics based on history data and in monitoring of different oilfield 
parameters changing in time. The main goal of analysis of oilfield dynamics is to 
propose the methods and treatments that will increase or maintain on some level the 
oil recovery. The available information about reservoir dynamics is usually given by 
various measurements made in reservoir wells. The volume and the quality of this 
information depend on traditions, technological level of exploitation and measure-
ments used in current field, on complexity of reservoir, on its productivity etc. The 
most available information about dynamics of reservoir is monthly oil, water and gas 
production data. In some fields it is used daily monitoring of gas injection volumes in 
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injection wells or daily measurements (chromatography) of gas components in pro-
ducing wells. Pressure measurements in wells can be done several times in month or 
only several times in year. The same situation takes place usually with water analysis 
and other types of data. High productive fields can be better equipped and have more 
data. Also for many old oilfields it is available less data for the first years of exploita-
tion than for last years.   

Except of the problem of availability of data describing dynamics of reservoir there 
is a problem of a quality of data. Usually they contain errors arisen in the process of 
measurement, rewriting and digitalization of data. Another problem that often produc-
tion data of wells are obtained as a result of measurement of production volume in a 
battery of production wells and further splitting of the measured value between wells 
joined in the battery. Such procedure of calculation of well production data usually 
contains their own errors.  

Another problem arises in analysis of dynamics of multilayer reservoirs.  Some 
fields can contain more than 30 layers and some wells can produce at the same time 
from several layers. Moreover, during the exploitation of reservoir one well can use 
different perforation intervals closing ones and opening others on different depth. So, 
in different time periods one well can produce from the different subsets of layers. It 
is not very clear how to calculate the contribution of each layer or perforation interval 
in all well production.  

The dynamics of well production depends also on treatments regularly made in 
wells, on the change of well production in neighboring wells due to the possible inter-
ference of wells etc. The oilfield can have tens or hundreds of wells dynamically 
changing their states during the production life of the field.  

In the presence of so many factors influencing dynamics of reservoir and in the 
presence of so many uncertainty in data describing this dynamics it is very helpful 
first to understand what happens with the oilfield and with available data before con-
struction some simulation model of oilfield dynamics or before applying some data 
processing technique like curve matching etc. There exist in market some software 
which is used for visualization of reservoirs and simulation dynamics of oilfields but 
there are not so many tools that can be used for visualization of data describing dy-
namics of reservoirs. Usually these data contain tens or hundreds time series describ-
ing oil, gas and water production of wells,  time dependent measurements of pressure, 
water and gas components, results of field monitoring, 3D and 4D spatial information 
about reservoir etc. VMD-Petro® is a tool that helps to petroleum engineer to visual-
ize and analyze this information. This tool also contains a time series data mining 
module that can be used for generation hypothesis about possible interference be-
tween wells based on analysis of well production data.   

In the following sections the architecture and basic functions of VMD-Petro® is de-
scribed. At the end of the paper the possible applications and further directions of 
development of this tool are discussed.   
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2 The architecture of VMD-Petro®  

VMD-Petro® is a registered trademark of software tool for visualization and analy-
sis of oilfield dynamics data. The VMD-Petro, version 1, contains the modules pre-
sented in Fig. 1.  

 

 
Fig. 1. The structure of VMD-Petro 

 
Oilfield data given usually in a set of Microsoft Office files or imported from some 

database after preprocessing can be used by VMD-Petro system in different ways. 
Most common way is to write them in system database but it is possible also to read 
data prepared in Excel format directly by some modules of the system. VMD-Petro 
contains SQL SERVER 2008 R2 database that can be used to store information about 
different oilfields. Selector and administrator of database SABD is used for modifica-
tion of database and selection from database information necessary for analysis by 
other modules. Most of modules of VMD-Petro are developed by using Microsoft 
Visual Studio 2010 y Microsoft Chart except of Vis3D module that is developed in 
MATLAB 2011 and included in VMD-Petro as executable file. There are many 3D 
visualization software used in petroleum industry. Some of them are very powerful or 
very expensive. VMD-Petro has its own 3D visualization module following to “All-
in-one” solutions becoming popular in the market of high tech products like smart 
phones, printers etc. Vis3D can be very useful in visualization of multilayer oilfields 
when wells can produce at the same time from different layers. DinMap gives possi-
bility to show dynamic 2D maps of oilfield when various time dependent parameters 
measured in different wells can be shown. Time series processor ProSTo gives possi-
bility to manipulate easy with time series of well production and measurements of 
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various characteristics obtained for different time points. Time series data mining tool 
MDST can find associated patterns in different time series that can be used for gener-
ation of hypothesis about possible interference between wells. Results of time series 
data mining can be exported to DinMap and Vis3D modules to show possible inter-
ference between wells. The modules DinMap and ProSTo can read time series data 
directly from Excel files so these modules can work independently of database to 
visualize any information given by time series. For example both these modules can 
be used for analysis of ecological information obtained from various monitoring sta-
tions located in some region or city.  

3 3D visualization module Vis3D 

3D visualization module Vis3D can visualize formations and oilfield layers in dif-
ferent forms, visualize and classify wells and intervals of perforations by the reason of 
closing of intervals (waterflooding, non-producing etc), visualize geological columns 
and correlation between them, to show the values of some oilfield parameters in wells 
or on layer in gray color scale. Figures 2-4 present some screenshots of Vis3D. 

 

  
a) b) 

Fig. 2. a) The main menu of Vis3D, b) Possible interference between two wells co-
produced from different layers. 
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a) b) 
Fig. 3. Representation of oilfield with a distribution of some parameter values pre-

sented in gray color scale: a) measurements in wells, b) imported results of oilfield 
simulation 

 

  
a) b) 

Fig. 4. a) Geological columns and b) correlation between them 

4 2D visualization of oilfield dynamics in DinMap 

The module DinMap gives possibility to show dynamic 2D maps of oilfield when 
various time dependent parameters measured in different wells can be shown. This 
module uses as an input coordinates of wells and time series of some parameters 
measured in wells. As such parameters it is possible to use oil, gas and water produc-
tion data, their accumulated values, results of data monitoring in wells etc. Figures 5 
and 6 give examples of screenshots generated by this module. 
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Fig. 5. Screenshot of main menu of DinMap 

 

 
Fig. 6. Maps of distribution of water analysis values in wells for different water anal-
ysis parameters. In considered oilfield all wells can be separated on two classes with 

different parameter values.  

5 Time series processor ProSTo 

Time series processor ProSTo gives possibility to manipulate easy with time series of 
well production and measurements of various characteristics obtained for different 
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time points. First, time series for analysis should be selected in SABD module and 
then in main window of ProSTo (see Fig. 7) these time series can be selected for visu-
alization and possible processing. All time series selected for visualization can be 
grouped by wells, by type (e.g. oil, water, gas), they can be reordered on the panel, 
fitted by functions selected from menu etc. This module contains a wide number of 
operations of time series visualization and transformation (Fig. 7-9). Fig. 9 shows an 
advanced editor of ProSTo that can calculate formulas using time series as arguments 
of these formulas. ProSTo includes a module MDST of time series data mining that 
find associated patterns in time series selected for analysis. These patterns can be used 
as basis for generation of hypothesis about possible interference between wells. Ob-
tained information can be exported for visualization in Vis3D (see Fig. 2b) and in 
DinMap.  
 

 
Fig. 7. Screenshot of the main menu of time series processor  
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Fig. 8. Curve fitting and forecasting 

 
Fig. 9. Editor of expressions in time series processor 
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6 Conclusions and future work 

VMD-Petro can be used as a working place of petroleum engineers and researchers 
to visualize dynamics of complex, heterogeneous oilfields. The human ability to ana-
lyze production and measurements data given for active oilfield wells and changing in 
time is very limited. VMD-Petro gives possibility of spatial-temporal visualization 
and analysis of oilfield dynamics data that efficiently simplify analysis of field dy-
namics and decrease the total time necessary for oilfield analysis and proposition of 
solutions for efficient oil recovery. VMD-Petro uses Spanish language in menu and 
helps. In the further version of VMD-Petro it will be possible to use English or Span-
ish language. Also some modification in interface and functions of VMD-Petro will 
be done.  
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